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OUR COMPETENCIES
- - - - X

Tirana-based Zbulo! Discover Albania is happy to offer its expertise in sustainable tourism
development and marketing to interested partners. Our tried and true system is based on
eight years of experience in local and cross-border tourism development projects in Albania,
Kosovo, Montenegro and Northern Macedonia. We pride ourselves on a list of successful
projects detailed on the following pages.
Core Competencies
➢ Development and marketing of tourism products and destinations.
➢ Specialization in sustainable and adventure travel.
➢ PPP experience as partner of GIZ, DAV Summit Club and AGEG Tourism for
Sustainability.

“Zbulo is an important incoming company
specialized in rural tourism, a highly
strategic partner and one of the tour
operators that inspire others in the industry
to copy them. Their geographical focus is
highly relevant and the type of tourism and
market intelligence they bring is extremely
interesting.”
- RISI Albania, 2020
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EXPERTISE & PROVEN SUCCESS IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM
Expertise

We are a registered and licensed tour operator with double digit
growth. In 2019 we hosted >1.800 foreign guests and generated a
turnover of >930.000 EUR. 88% of our revenue is paid out to a local
partner network of largely rural, family-run businesses.

Outcome Driven

Market Insights

Marketing

Less than 5% of our revenue stems from projects. We are
self-sustained and fund projects in kind. We don’t rely on project
funds to sustain ourselves. Our goal is to create tangible,
market-oriented results that sustain stakeholders and our
company in the long run.

We observe local and international trends, participate in
international travel fairs and exchange knowledge with leading
operators in the Balkans, Europe and beyond. Our daily work
creates a deep understanding of the market, its demand, interest
and future trends.

Our familiarization trips
host international
journalists and individual
bloggers who create
important exposure and
high quality content. We
contribute to several
guide book editions to
Albania and various
authors consult Zbulo for
recommendations.

Distribution

Beyond the Zbulo brand (~20.000 visitors/year) and independent
blog (~5.000 visitors/year), our products are promoted by a
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network of >30 international partners of tour operators from
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Netherlands, Belgium and the UK.

A NETWORK OF EXPERTS AND ORGANIZATION ON EVERY LEVEL
International

Western Balkans

As a scholarship holder of the A
 dventure Travel Trade Association
we’re at the forefront of global tourism development and present
Albania in the Northern American market.

As contributors to the W
 estern Balkans National Geographic
Geotourism Network, Peaks of the Balkans steering committee and
Via Dinarica Association, we set regional standards and maintain
strong ties with like-minded organizations across the Balkans.

Industry Associations
As a board member of the A
 lbanian Tour Operators Association
(ATOA) we’re spearheading the local adventure travel industry and
lobby the government on tourism issues.

Local Experts
Our network of local and professional guides spans beyond
Albania providing us with eyes and ears in every part of the region.
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LONG-TERM ENGAGEMENT AND EXPERIENCED STAKEHOLDERS
Partnerships
Strong partnerships with trusted stakeholders generate feedback,
serve as best practices samples and multiplicators in our common
effort.

Commitment
To date and well beyond project timelines we remain active in
every of our project areas to ascertain continuity and long term
success.
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WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT WORKING WITH ZBULO
“Nje eksperience unike me Zbulo, pasi sic eshte emri eshte edhe permbajtja, me shume
profesionalizem dhe fantazi, pioner ne destinacionet e reja kombetare dhe crossborder
ne Shqiperi e rajon. Nje staf vertet I perkushtuar dhe me shume disipline. Nje ze i mire
ne promovimin e turizmit malor ne Shqiperi.”
- Ismail Beka, Project Manager @ G
 IZ Albania
“We would definitely recommend working with Zbulo as a trustworthy and reliable
partner with excellent knowledge of the market and local realty. The team around Endrit
and Ricardo combines the best of best worlds and is to date our in destination partner
in the Balkans.”
- Christine Konya, PPP Coordinator @ DAV Summit Club
“I have been recommending Zbulo unreservedly for the past four years. I have found
them consistently approachable, helpful, knowledgeable, honest, highly professional and
very reliable. Many other tour operators might have seen the publishing of a guidebook
enabling independent trekking in the area covered by their tours, as something
competitive or challenging to their business. In contrast, Zbulo remained supportive
throughout, rightly seeing the guidebook as a valuable promotion of the region which
would be beneficial to all.”
- Rudolf Abraham, Author @ C
 icerone Guidebooks
“Zbulo is driven by passion for the region and full of enthusiasm to enable tourists to
discover the nature and culture of Albania and beyond. Their deep understanding of the
Balkans permits them to create experiences for travelers and perspectives for local
communities while preserving the beauty of nature. Thanks to their years of experience
in the field of adventure tourism and their tremendous local network Zbulo helped us in
many ways. In the segment of hiking tourism in Albania Zbulo is a key player and as
such was essential to realise our project. We maintain close contact to date.”
Max Bosse, Public Relations @ GIZ Germany
The Market Research and Value Chain Assessment report commissioned by the
Albanian Development Fund, named Zbulo! one of the most influential private
stakeholders of tourism development in Albania.
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Full and further endorsements are available on request.

PROJECTS: CURRENT & COMPLETED
Major Zbulo Projects
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PROJECTS: CURRENT & COMPLETED
Peaks of the Balkans / 2011 - 2017
On behalf of G
 IZ, A
 GEG Tourism for Sustainability & DAV Summit Club

An award-winning 192 km long cross-border route that links rural
communities in Albania, Kosovo and Montenegro and preserves their natural, cultural and
spiritual heritage. Winner of the World Travel & Tourism Council’s (WTTC) Tourism of
Tomorrow award.

“The Trail has opened minds and borders, ist is a tribute to the vision and energy of
cooperating governments, municipalities, and local tourism stakeholders.”
- Bill Clinton, Award Ceremony 2014
Zbulo contributed with the assessment, identification, selection and development of:
● 192 km of marked trails in the border triangle of Albania, Kosovo and Montenegro.
● A topographic map with description of the main trails, distributed online and locally.
● 16 homestays, guesthouses & shepherd huts in 10 communities across 3 countries.
● Training of 36 local mountain guides licensed by the G
 erman Alpine Club.

Press trips and familiarization trips in cooperation with project partners & independently:
● Organisation and execution of a week long trip with nine journalists for the partner.
● Four independent trips with embedded journalists and bloggers run by Zbulo.
● Hosted four guidebook authors who published editions with >10.000 sold copies.
● Presentation at Globetrotter, Germany’s largest outdoor retailer, event series.
● Four TV and radio productions including a popular 3
 0 min BR documentary.
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PROJECTS: CURRENT & COMPLETED
Permet and Zagoria Trails / 2013 - 2015
On behalf of: C
 ESVI, ALCDF & S
 wiss Cooperation Office

For a long time Permet was the sleeping beauty of Southern Albania.
Valorizing the region’s rich cultural and natural heritage, the project created the
infrastructure to attract active travelers and turned it into a must see by putting it on the
cover page of guidebooks.
Zbulo contributed with the development and documentation of a network of hiking trails:
● 105 km of marked trails including
○ 9 day walks in the region of Permet.
○ 4-day trekking route through Zagoria Valley + 2 side trails.
● 76-page hiking guide covering 14 trails, available for free online and locally.
● Identification and training of 8 homestays in 8 communities.
● Training of 6 local guides to guide tours in the Permet area.

Promotion and marketing with zero budget:
● Hosted three embedded British and German bloggers on Zbulo trips.
● Hosted the Rother hiking guide to Albania authors to include this area.
● Presented Permet to guidebook authors who featured it five times on book covers.
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PROJECTS: CURRENT & COMPLETED
High Scardus Trail / 2016 - 2019
On behalf of: G
 IZ North Macedonia & A
 lbania

The 495 km long main route is part of an even greater network of hiking and biking trails
spanning the borderland of Albania, Kosovo and Northern Macedonia from Skopje to Lake
Prespa. As part of the Mega Trail, it extends Via DInarica’s existing white route from
Slovenia to North Macedonia further till the border with Greece.
Zbulo contributed with the assessment, identification, selection and development of:
● 141 km of marked trails in Albania up to the border with Kosovo & North Macedonia
● Six topographic maps with descriptions of the main trails.
● 12 homestays, guesthouses and shepherd huts in 8 communities of Albania

Two promotional MTB trips funded by GIZ North Macedonia:
● 2018: Austrian mountain biking “Lines Magazine” produced a feature story,
documentary and two teasers.
● 2019: Promotional trip with pro bikers and a photographer to create high quality
visual content that can be used in marketing campaigns.

Photos by Andreas Vigl & Carlos Blanchard and video by Christoph Eder
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PROJECTS: CURRENT & COMPLETED
Mysterious South aka Soutal Coastal Region / 2015 - 2020
On behalf of: G
 IZ CABRA Project

The Albanian Riviera is well known for its beaches, the Mysterious South
diversifies the tourism offer beyond leisure, directs visitors into the villages and hinterland
and extends the season well into spring and autumn.

Zbulo contributed with the assessment, identification, selection and development of:
● 148 km of marked trails in the Ceraunian Coastal Mountains, Shushica Valley and
along the Albanian Riviera.
● 60-page hiking and 56-page biking guide, distributed online and free digital version.
● Mysterious South touring map published by Vektor.
● 15 attractive brochures on the region’s villages (17 pages each).
● High quality visual content for usage in print and online publications.
● Identification and training of 30 homestays in 12 communities.

Promotional activities:
● Familiarization trip with x German journalists and tour operators on a dual itinerary
resulting in >50 publications released online, in print and on the radio.
● South Outdoor Festival: An annual 4-day event supported by the local and national
government, organized b GIZ and seven tour operators is started with 1.200 visitors
in 2017 and attracted 12.000 in 2019
Photos by Armand Habazaj
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GUIDEBOOK & MAP PUBLICATIONS
Authored or Co-Authored by Zbulo

Publications written and in parts produced by Zbulo staff as part of a project. See here

Hosted Authors

Zbulo consulted and hosted the authors of the region's best selling hiking guides. Well
known publishers have a hyper targeted audience and each release is a catalyst for
individual visitor numbers (>10.000 sold copies and counting).

Supported Authors

Zbulo extended recommendations and advice to those authors. As a result of our lobbying
Permet was featured on their cover, generating invaluable exposure for our project region.
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PRESS COVERAGE OF FAMILIARIZATION AND PRESS TRIPS
Albanian Alps & Peaks of the Balkans

A press trip with the German print and radio media generated print coverage of two million
copies with three million readers. At an expense of €10.000, the value of featured content
equaled €450.000 in ad space, still exclusive of production cost.
Four additional familiarization trips resulted in radio and TV productions with a combined
audience of three million viewers and listeners. 15 more articles appeared in American,
Belgium, British, Danish, Dutch and German print and online media, including The
Guardian, Wanderlust and Lonely Planet.

Take a look at the publications
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PRESS COVERAGE OF FAMILIARIZATION AND PRESS TRIPS
Southern Albania & Mysterious South Press Trips

A combined trip for tour operators and media from Germany kicked off the marketing
campaign. The dual itinerary catered to each group’s interests and converged in the second
phase for an experience exchange.
The media released 50+ publications online, in print and on the radio over a two year drip
campaign that maximised exposure. Tour operators added or intensified the commitment
to the destination.

Take a look at the publications
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CONTACT US
We would love to work with you

Endrit Shima
endrit@zbulo.org
+355 69 212 612

Endrit is an avid mountain biker with
a master in geography and a thesis
on cross-border tourism. At Zbulo
he acts as project coordinator &
operations manager.

Ricardo Fahrig
ricardo@zbulo.org
+355 69 6731 932

Ricardo is a trekking enthusiast with
an international network of tourism
contacts. He’s Zbulo’s product
manager and oversees sales and
marketing.
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